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CLIMACOOL®
Technology that provides ventilation and regulates
temperature and perspiration thanks to highly
efﬁcient materials that optimise performance.

PU3G INNOVATION
PU3G is a material that looks, feels and performs
like leather. Extremely strong, 3G can continually
absorb perspiration while remaining supple and
impervious to cracking
I-PROTECH+
Exclusive to adidas this technology features an
Intelligent mould structure with additional
integrated

RESISTANCE +20%
Stretch tests have demonstrated that polycotton is
20% stronger, against the same force and with the
same density of weave per m², and shrinks less
after the ﬁrst washing (30°C) by 15%
(compared to %100 cotton).

2 SIZES IN 1
This unique patented system consists in a removable
hem that enables you to adapt the length of jacket
and trousers. The kimono grows with your child.
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2010: adidas innovates once again in combat sports.
For over 80 years, adidas has been paramount in the world of sports, using
innovation and technology to develop footwear, apparel and equipment that enable
you to achieve your maximum potential.
This is why adidas attentively listens to those who practice boxing, judo jiu-jitsu and
karate and works closely with top athletes to design, create and manufacture new
ranges of equipment. Today, many partners trust the adidas brand: AIBA, FFBoxe,
MMA, FFLutte, FFJudo, International Judo Federation, World Karate Federation,
FFkaraté (karate, karate-contact, Vietnamese martial arts).
A direct result of adidas innovation, our new moulded gloves absorb shock better
thanks to the addition of a speciﬁc I-PROTECH+® technology gel. CLIMACOOL®
technology, which is already widely used in adidas sports equipment, provides better
ventilation for most boxing gloves and “combat” karate kimonos.
Most adidas judo kimonos are made of a special polyester and cotton blend offering
20% greater resistance to stretching (compared to 100% cotton kimonos with the
same weave), and less shrinkage after washing. Moreover, these kimonos are
guaranteed 10 years thanks to their unique thread.
Most of our boxing head guards beneﬁt from I-COMFORT+ technology, an antiskid
and hygienic lining material.
Toady, you can discover a completely new line of products for combat sports.
Our goal is to enhance your performance and enable everyone to access these
sports, particularly children, who need to discover them in conditions of optimal
safety and comfort.
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The adidas team

adidas supplied gloves and head guards for Beijing 2008 Olympics
& 2009 World Amateur Boxing Championship in Milano/Italy exclusively.
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JUDO

J930
High level. IJF approved.
Stitching guaranteed 10 years thanks to unique thread design.
930 g/m2 grain cloth. Cotton 80 %, polyester 20 %. Dense, sanforized
weave. Numerous reinforced areas. Ofﬁcial kimono of many national
teams: France, Germany, Austria, Hungary Cuba, China, etc.
Size: 150 to 210 cm (5 x 5 cm).
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J930B
High level. IJF approved.
Same features as J930.
Colours: blue
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JT275
100% cotton trousers (J930 model), weave
approx 320 grs/m2. White or blue.
Sizes: 150 to 200 cm (10 x 10 cm)

photo : P. Pham-van-suu

P o l y c o t t o n
Stretch tests have demonstrated that
polycotton is 20% stronger, against the same
force and with the same density of weave per
m², and shrinks less after the ﬁrst washing
(30°C) by 15% (compared to %100 cotton).
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J930 WITHOUT STRIPES
Training. IJF approved.
Same characteristics as J930.
Discrete Japanese-style
decoration with embroidered logo
on each shoulder.
Size: 150 to 200 cm (10 x 10 cm).
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J800
Competitors and instructors. IJF approved.
Unique stitching design guaranteed
10 years. Brown and black belts.
Black embroidered stripes.
Numerous reinforced areas.
Heavy weave approx. 800 g /m2.
Composition 80 % cotton, 20 %
polyester.
Size 150 to 210 cm (5 x 5 cm).

NE

W

J650
Training/competition.
650 g/m2 grain cloth. 80 %
cotton, 20 % polyester. Seam on
back. Unique stitching design
guaranteed 10 years. Blue
embroidered stripes.
Size: 150 to 200 cm (10 x 10 cm).
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J500
Training.
Approx 500 g/m2 grain cloth, 80
% cotton, 20 % polyester. Unique
stitching design guaranteed 10
years. Seam on back. Blue woven
stripes.
Size: 150 to 200 cm (10 x 10 cm).
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J500 WITHOUT STRIPES
Training.
Same features as J500.
Discrete Japanese-style decoration
with embroidered logo on each
shoulder.
Size: 150 to 200 cm (10 x 10 cm).

P o l y c o t t o n
Stretch tests have demonstrated that
polycotton is 20% stronger, against the same
force and with the same density of weave per
m², and shrinks less after the ﬁrst washing
(30°C) by 15% (compared to %100 cotton).
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J350
Initiation
Numerous reinforced areas.
Approx 350 g/m2 grain cloth. 80 % cotton, 20 %
polyester. Elastic waistband.
Woven red/white/blue stripes up to size 150 cm.
Blue stripes for other sizes.
Sizes: 110 to 200 cm (10 x 10 cm).
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J180E
Children
Patented “2 sizes in 1” system: a removable hem
allow you to adapt the length of jacket and pants.
The kimono grows with your child! 100 % supple and
comfortable cotton fabric, approx. 180g/m2. Elastic
waistband. Woven stripes in red/white/blue.
Sizes: 90/100 cm, 100/110 cm, 110/120 cm,
120/130cm, 130/140cm, 140/150cm,
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J271ED
Children
New school kimono.
100 % supple and comfortable cotton fabric,
approx. 180g/m². Hold areas in «rice grain» weave.
Woven blue stripes on one side and red on the
other facilitate understanding kumikata. Elastic
waistband.
Sizes: 110 to 150 cm (10 x 10 cm).
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BELTS

ADIBP07

1. adiB240D - Elite
Cotton 9 rows of stitching.
Brown, black, red, blue.
240 to 340 cm. Price: €15

3. adi B220D - Club
Cotton 8 rows of stitching.
White, yellow, orange,
green, red, blue. Price: € 6

2. adiB260D - Champion
Cotton, multiple rows of
stitching.
Black, gold embroidery.
240 to 340 cm. Price: €25

4. adi B420D - 6 DAN
White/red.
Available on request.
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Shin pad
Cotton. Absorbent foam, mesh cover.
Lightweight protection. CLIMACOOL® technology.
Sizes: XS to XL.
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KARATE

K220SK
Kumite gi – experienced competitors
Ofﬁcial WKF decoration. The reference for national teams, this karate gi has been worn by
many world champions. Lightweight, supple, comfortable fabric, approx. 220g/m2, 35 % cotton,
65 % polyester. Ventilation areas in the back, underarms, buttocks and crotch. CLIMACOOL®
technology provides ventilation and regulates temperature and perspiration thanks to highly
efﬁcient materials that optimise performance. Trousers with full-length gusset and elastic waist.
Minimal shrinkage, quick drying fabric.
Sizes: 150 to 210 cm. (5 x 5 cm)
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K220K
Kumite gi-training/competition
Ofﬁcial WKF decoration. Mixed ribbed fabric approx. 220/m². 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester.
The fabric breathes, providing optimal lightness and freedom of movement. Ventilation areas
in the back, underarms, buttocks and crotch. CLIMACOOL® technology provides ventilation
and regulates temperature and perspiration thanks to highly efﬁcient materials that optimise
performance. Trousers with full-length gusset and elastic waist. Minimal shrinkage.
Sizes: 150 to 210 cm. (10 x 10 cm)
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Technology that provides ventilation and
regulates temperature and perspiration
thanks to highly efﬁcient materials that
optimise performance.
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K220
Kumite gi-training/competition
Ofﬁcial WKF decoration. Fabric approx.
220g/m2, 80% cotton, 20% polyester. Ideal for both
beginners and conﬁrmed competitors. Ventilation
areas in the back, underarms, buttocks and crotch.
CLIMACOOL® technology provides ventilation and
regulates temperature and perspiration thanks to
highly efﬁcient materials that optimise performance.
Trousers with full-length gusset and elastic waist.
Sizes: 120 to 200 cm (10 x 10 cm).
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KSMU
Children/adults initiation
100 % cotton fabric, approx. 180g/m2.
Supple, comfortable material. Elastic waistband.
Delivered with stitched white belt.
Sizes: 100 to 200 cm. (10 x 10 cm)
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K460J
Kata-competition
Ofﬁcial WKF decoration.
Heavy, crisp karate gi. Excellent ﬁnishing touches.
Trousers with full-length gusset. Ample, traditional
Japanese cut (short trousers and sleeves).
The preferred kimono of national teams and world
champions.
Strong 100% cotton fabric, approx. 460g/m2
Sizes: 150 to 210 cm (5 x 5 cm).
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K380E
Kata - training
Ofﬁcial WKF decoration.
Pale blue fabric.
Same fabric and features as K460J.
Ample, traditional European cut (sleeves and
trousers longer than Japanese cut).
Strong 100% cotton fabric, approx. 380g/m2
Sizes: 160 to 210 cm (5 x 5 cm).
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661.22
WKF karate mitt
New WKF approved model and ofﬁcial mitt of the World available in blue or red.
I-Protech+ technology features an intelligent mould structure with additional integrated Gel.
New outer fabric in ultra strong PU3G INNOVATION. New ergonomic shape for optimal safety and comfort,
in compliance with new international rules. Elastic closing.
Sizes: S to XL.
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661.23
WKF karate mitt with thumb
Same features as 666.22
WKF and French Karate Federation approved.
New outer fabric in ultra strong PU3G
INNOVATION. New ergonomic shape for
optimal safety and comfort.
Sizes: S to XL.
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661.70
Ofﬁcial WKF shin-n-step pad
WKF and French Karate Federation approved.
Removable foot pad with Velcro. I-Protech +
technology : a thin layer of gel protects vulnerable
areas, leather reinforced friction area, back foot
protection, bends with joint while protecting foot/
shin.EVA foam and ultra strong PU3G INNOVATION
fabric. New ergonomic shape for optimal safety
and comfort. Velcro closing.
Sizes: S to XL.

661.50
WKF foot pad
WKF and French Karate Federation approved.
Same features as pad ref. 661.70. Dual adjustable
Velcro straps.High-density foam and ultra strong
PU3G INNOVATION fabric. New ergonomic shape
for optimal safety and comfort.
Sizes: S to XL.
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ADIBP05
Anatomical groin guard
EVA foam & PU cover.
Elastic + Velcro closing.
Optimal protection.
Sizes: S to XL.
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ADIBP06
Cup supporter
Light, airy, cotton and synthetic fabric.
CLIMACOOL® technology provides ventilation
and regulates temperature and perspiration
thanks to highly efﬁcient materials that optimise
performance.
Sizes: S to XL.

69CO3
Ofﬁcial WKF female groin guard
EVA foam & PU cover.
Elastic+Velcro closing.
Optimal protection.
Sizes: S to XL.
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ADIBP10
Senior double mouth guard
Thermoformable. Box included.

666.14
Ofﬁciel WKF women’s chest guard
CLIMACOOL® chest gurard. WKF and French
Federation approved. PE rigid shell, ﬂexible near
armpits. Safety and freedom of movement. Supplied
with adjustable bra.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
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ADIP01
Reversible karate chest guard
For competition, French Federation approved for
kumite competitions. Material : P.U, EVA shock
absorbing foam. Freedom of movement.
Colour: red/blue.
Sizes : S to XL

ADIBP09
Single mouth guard
Thermoformable. Box included.
Simple/junior or Simple/senior
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661.25
Shin pad
EVA foam & PU cover. Triple Velcro closing.
Ergonomic shape.
Sizes: S to XL.
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ADIBP07
Climacool shin pad
Cotton. Absorbent foam, mesh cover.
Lightweight protection. CLIMACOOL® technology
provides ventilation and regulates temperature and
perspiration thanks to highly efﬁcient materials that
optimise performance.
Sizes: XS to XL.
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ADIBP08
Climacool shin-n-step pad
Cotton. Absorbent foam, mesh cover. Lightweight protection. CLIMACOOL® technology
provides ventilation and regulates temperature and perspiration thanks to highly efﬁcient
materials that optimise performance.
Sizes: XS to XL.
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ACCESSORIES

ADIBAC031
Training pad
Exterior in ultra strong 100% PU3G INNOVATION
and interior PU. Semi-rigid foam padding. Wide
handle straps. Reinforced Velcro handle grip.
Ventilation holes in sides evacuate air.
Dimensions: 43 x 20 x 9 cm
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ADIBAC06
Curved Kick Shield
Outer fabric in ultra strong PU3G INNOVATION.
High-density EVA foam padding. Ventilation holes
in sides evacuate air. Three rigid bands for optimal
support.
Dimensions: 65 x 45 x 14 cm
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PUNCHING BAGS

ELECTRONICALLY
BAG
SCANNED FOR
YOUR PROTECTION
D

NE
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BAG

AN

4. Lightweight “parachute fabric” punching bag
ADIBAC11
Black polyester/cotton parachute fabric. Suspended
by four chains and galvanised swivel. Zipper opening
on top of bag. Filled with cloth scraps.
Bag dimensions: 120 x 35 cm
Bag weight: 20 kg ±5%

SC

2. Woven nylon punching bag
ADIBAC13
Black woven nylon. Suspended by four chains and
galvanised swivel. Zipper opening on top of bag.
Filled with cloth scraps.
Bag dimensions: 90 x 35 ; 120 x 35 ; 150 x 35 ; 180 x 35 cm.
Bag weight: 40 kg ±5%

5. Woven backing punching bag
ADIBAC17/18
PU training bag. Strong PU material with
woven backing. Four part heavyweight
wielded chain with swivel, galvanized ﬁnish.
Auto locking slider zipper.
Filled with textile cuttings only.
ADIBAC17-Dimensions: 90 x 30 cm, 120 x 33 cm.
ADIBAC18-Dimensions: 150 x 33 cm, 180 x 30 cm.
D
NE
AN

3. Woven nylon punching bag
ADIBAC12
Black woven nylon. Suspended by four chains and
galvanised swivel. Zipper opening on top of bag.
Filled with cloth scraps.
Bag dimensions: 90 x 35 cm
Bag weight: 28 kg ±5%

SC

1. Leather punching bag
ADIBAC14
Black leather, 2 mm thick. Suspended by four chains
and swivel. Zipper opening on top of bag. Filled with
cloth scraps.
Bag dimensions: 90 x 35 ; 120 x 35 ; 150 x 35 cm
Bag weight: 37 kg ±5%
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SPORTS BAGS
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ADIACC051J/K

PU judo or karate bag
“2 in 1” bag, convertible into backpack thanks to two shoulder straps stowed inside
the bag. Large opening. «Budo Spirit» range. Adidas logo and markings with judo
or karate inscriptions: WKF-World Karate Championships line».
Dimensions: 60 x 30 x 30 cm (M) -70 x 35 x 35 cm (L).
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ADIACC050D
“Budo Spirit” sports bag
Same features as ADIACC051J/K.
Exterior in strong canvas.
“Budo Spirit” embroidered in red on the side.
Dimensions: M - L
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ADIACC090
“Budo Spirit” backpack “Available from China only“
Strong synthetic fabric. Easy to clean. Pocket for
mobile phone. Cushions for extra back comfort.
Large zipper opening.
Colours: black/grey, “Budo Spirit” embroidered in red.
Dimensions: M - L

ADIACC080
Sports bag with wheels “Available from China only“
Markings on three sides.
Sturdy handle and wheels.
Two outer zipper pockets.
Judo or karate models with markings on one side.
Pocket for business card.
Dimensions: 75 x 38 x 38 cm.
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1. adiACC001 Judo
adiACC002 KARATE
Mini Kimono.
Height: 12 cm

3. Judo or Karate
keychain. Length: 12 cm.
adiACC05J (judo)
adiACC06K (karaté)

2. Nylon lanyard. Judo or
Karate inscription.
Sizes : S & L
adiACC011 Judo S
adiACC012 Judo L
adiACC013 Karate S
adiACC014 Karate L

4. Mini mitt keychain.
Length: 6 cm.
adiACC010
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CLIMACOOL®
Technology that provides ventilation and regulates
temperature and perspiration thanks to highly
efﬁcient materials that optimise performance.

PU3G INNOVATION
PU3G is a material that looks, feels and performs
like leather. Extremely strong, 3G can continually
absorb perspiration while remaining supple and
impervious to cracking
I-PROTECH+
Exclusive to adidas this technology features an
Intelligent mould structure with additional
integrated

RESISTANCE +20%
Stretch tests have demonstrated that polycotton is
20% stronger, against the same force and with the
same density of weave per m², and shrinks less
after the ﬁrst washing (30°C) by 15%
(compared to %100 cotton).

2 SIZES IN 1
This unique patented system consists in a removable
hem that enables you to adapt the length of jacket
and trousers. The kimono grows with your child.
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TS-31 S/S COMP TEE
Short sleeved CLIMACOOL® T-shirt for men and
women. Ultra light, functional, snug ﬁt, ideal for
under a kimono. “Mesh” back for better ventilation.
Flat stitching for optimal comfort. Budo logo on
back. Composition: 92% polyester - 8% spandex.
Available in black or white.
Sizes S to XL
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TS-32 L/S JIU JITSU TEE
Jiu-Jitsu CLIMACOOL® T-shirt
for men and women. Ultra light,
functional, snug ﬁt, ideal for
working out on the mat.
“Mesh” back for better ventilation.
Flat stitching for optimal comfort.
Jiu-Jitsu logo on back.
Composition: 92% polyester - 8%
Colours: black/white/yellow/green
Sizes: S to XL
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TS-42 S/S ZEN TEE
‘Zen’ CLIMALITE® short sleeved
T-shirt for men or women,
dynamic cut. Soft, comfortable
fabric. Flat stitching for optimal
comfort. “Seiza” character,
dragon and tiger designs on back.
Composition: 92% polyester
8% spandex.
Colours: black/grey.
Sizes S to XL
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TS-43 L/S ZEN TEE
‘Zen’ CLIMALITE® long sleeved
T-shirt for men or women,
dynamic cut. Soft, comfortable
fabric. Flat stitching for optimal
comfort. “Seiza” character,
dragon and tiger designs on back.
Composition : 92% polyester - 8%
spandex.
Colours: black/white/red
Sizes S to XL

TS-33 S/S POLO
‘Budo’ CLIMALITE® short
Sleeved polo shirt for men or women, dynamic cut.
Soft, comfortable fabric. Flat stitching for optimal
comfort. Tone-on-tone «Budo» design on front.
Composition : 92% polyester - 8% spandex.
Colours: black/white
Sizes: S to XL 69
AVAILABLE AS OF DEC. 2009 APPAREL
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TS-41 L/S KANJI TEE
‘Kanji’ CLIMALITE® long sleeved T-shirt for men or
women, dynamic cut. Soft, comfortable fabric. Flat
stitching for optimal comfort. Embroidered designs
on back/neck. “Budo” design on front and back of
left sleeve.
Composition : 92% polyester - 8% spandex.
Colours: black/white
Sizes: S to XL
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JK-02 VESTE POLAIRE
CLIMWARM™ Fleece jacket- Snug ﬁt, comfortable
fabric. Elastic cuffs. Long zipper opening. “Budo”
design embroidered on front and sleeve cuff.
Composition : 92% polyester
Colours : black.
Sizes: S to XL
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JK-01 VESTE CAPUCHE
CLIMWARM™ hooded jacket for men and women.
Ample, comfortable cut, hood with laces. Elastic
cuffs. Long zipper opening. Comfortable fabric.
“Budo” design embroidered on the back and
shoulder. Space on back and chest for “Club” logo.
Composition : 60% cotton, 40% polyester.
Colours: black/grey.
Sizes: S to XL
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TR-01 SURVET PRESENT
CLIMWARM™ sweat suit for men
and women. Ample, comfortable
cut. Comfortable fabric.
Zippers at trouser bottoms.
Elastic cuffs. “Budo” design
embroidered on the leg and left
arm. Space on back and chest for
“Club” logo.
Composition : 92% polyester - 8% spandex.
Colours: black/white/red Sizes: S to XL

TR-02 SURVET
CLIMWARM™ sweat suit for men
and women. Ample, comfortable
cut. Comfortable fabric.
Asian-style collar.
Elastic cuffs. “Budo” design
embroidered on the chest and left
arm. Space on back and chest for
“Club” logo.
Composition : 60% cotton, 40% polyester.
Colours: black/white/red Sizes: S to XL
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www.attitude-boxe.com
www.doubled-martialarts.com

DOUBLE D
adidas worldwide licensee martial arts & boxing
2 rue Vladimir Jankelevitch
F-77184 EMERAINVILLE
Tel. +33.1.64.73.00.03
Fax +33.1.64.73.00.04
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www.kjk.fr
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